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Abstract:  

Plastic waste handling & management skills, and controlling of carbon footprints in the 
environment are major challenges for a sustainable environment. In handling these challenges, 
awareness levels among the people in waste handling techniques and their pro-environmental 
behaviors must be identified. The likelihood to successfully engage people in participation of safe 
disposal of plastic waste process is explored, if people are intrinsically motivated or not, to enjoy 
their participation in these activities, is examined, in addition to enhancing the city’s plastic waste 
management activities. Guwahati, one of the most important cities in Northeast India, but it is 
suffering and generating more and more plastic waste every day. The wish to generate valuable 
energy from plastic waste is a distant dream as of now. This study aims to identify the factors 
responsible for the reduction of carbon footprints in the environment from plastic waste 
management activities through factor analysis of underlying variables of a sample survey 
questionnaire collected from 663 responses. The reliability of the dataset is confirmed using 
Cronbach’s alpha. The data adequacy and factorability along with the multi-collinearity of the 
dataset are checked using KMO, Bartlett’s test of sphericity, and determinant score and found in 
order.  Principal component analysis (PCA), Exploratory factor analysis (EFA), and varimax 
orthogonal rotation method are used to extract high-loaded factors by reducing the number of 
variables. The results have depicted two highly loaded components representing the awareness 
level of waste management techniques (AWMT) and prevalent mode of plastic waste management 
techniques (PWMT) with their internal consistency of 0.84 and 0.780. the factor AWMT explains 
27.53% of the total variance while the other factor PWMT explains 24.34% with their eigenvalues 
of 3.35 and 2.88 respectively. The regression model ensures that these two factors and the 
dependent variable, greenhouse reduction (GHGR) are statistically significant and there is a strong 
relationship between them to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases that have been established 
from the regression equation where two factors are positively correlated. This study proposes that 
AWMT and PWMT towards minimization of carbon footprints in the environment are the key 
factors for reducing plastic waste. This study would provide valuable input to the concerned 
authority for controlling waste generation and thereby achieve a pollution-free environment by 
focusing on a few limited controllable factors rather than more variables. 
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1. Introduction 
The emerging use of plastics and the mismanagement of post-consumer plastics destabilizes the 
entire ecosystem globally because most of the conventionally used plastics are non-biodegradable 
(Geyer, R. et al., 2017; Ghosh, S. K., 2019). The inexpungible and non-biodegradability of plastic 
materials make people prefer their daily activities (Geyer, R. et al., 2017). Plastic waste is generally 
two types; post-consumer plastics or general plastic and industrial plastics (Ghosh, S. K., 2019; 
Chen, Y. et al., 2021). The majority of post-consumer plastics such as polypropylene and 
polyethylene used globally for food packaging and household purposes are disposable within a 
short period (Giacovelli et al., 2018; Kankanige & Babel, 2020). These post-consumer plastic 
wastes are increasing tremendously in urbanized areas due to different food habits within different 
cultures, socio-economic levels of people migrated from rural areas for education and occupation 
resulting in unexpected expansion of citizens within the urbanized areas (Kumar et al., 2017; Willis 
et al., 2018; Karak et al., 2012). According to a previous study, the worldwide generation of plastic 
waste is predicted to be around 6.3 billion Mt out of which 9 percent goes for recycling, 12 percent 
for burning, and 79 percent is thrown directly in open dumping places (Geyer, R. et al., 2017). 
Further, the Federation of Indian chambers of commerce and industries (FICCI) reported that 
nearly 43% of plastics in India are utilized for commodity packaging, especially, used by 
eCommerce facilities for online shopping. The substantial growth in online shopping as a result of 
COVID-19 has contributed significantly to the development of a considerable volume of post-
consumer plastic waste (covid-19-Austria 2020). The report revealed that the waste generation in 
Indian cities becomes 450gm per day per person leading to an increased rate of 1.3 percent per 
year and the production of plastic waste alone of 26,000 tons per day (Singh, M., 2020). The 
increasing rate of plastic debris is a serious issue for a sustainable environment. The burning or 
incineration of plastic waste has a severe threat to air quality and human health leading to 
environmental pollution and climate change (Mavropoulos, & Newman, 2015) because plastics 
waste is carbon-based components made from fossil fuel that leads to the emission of a large 
quantum of greenhouse gases and therefore energy recovery from plastic waste is the least 
favorable option to control the impact of greenhouse gases (Basuhi et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2019). 
Plastic pollution in the environment is a global demanding restoration and administrative issue 
since it is linked to serious environmental concerns that require sophisticated remedies 
(Dauvergne, 2018). Besides, developing countries like India are facing severe problems to manage 
plastic waste activities because of its high maintenance cost. Various policies such as the banning 
of single-use plastics have been exercised throughout the different cities of India as a strategy for 
increasing awareness level and safe disposal of plastic waste among the people, but the viability 
of these policies is frequently not apparent at the grassroots level (Dhanshyam, & Srivastava, 
2021). 
Plastic waste handling can be divided into collection, sorting, and safe disposal or sustainable 
treatment (Basuhi et al., 2021). In all three cases, awareness level and pro-environmental behavior 
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can be considered as the drivers for reducing greenhouse gases. As per the normal activation 
theory, pro-environmental behavior consists of three variables, awareness, accountability, and 
morality of a person that interacted with each other to achieve feasible environmental significance 
in this situation (De Groot, & Steg, 2009; Benyamin et al., 2018). A sustainable environment 
concerning greenhouse gas emissions depends upon people's behavior patterns in waste handling 
methods (Dalu et al., 2020). Because of a lack of awareness and pro-environmental behavior 
toward waste handling, leachate from plastic waste dumping sites has leaked into the ground level 
(Barnes et al., 2009), a disruption of the entire ecosystems, followed by an increase in greenhouse 
gases (Jambeck et al., 2015). Therefore, in handling these challenges, the awareness level and pro-
environmental behavior must be identified among the people. Pro-environmental behavior has 
been defined as Behaviors on waste handling that are intended to minimize the overall 
environmental impact (Steg, & Vlek, 2009). Because of developing negative impacts on the 
environment, it has become necessary to address these issues of waste handling by promoting pro-
environmental behavior as a means of achieving sustainability goals (Ruepert et al., 
2016; Cheang et al., 2019). Various authors such as Deci and Ryan, 2013; Ryan and Deci, 2000 in 
their research on human motivation for pro-environmental behavior, explored the depth of the 
relationship between human behaviors and the growth of intrinsic motivation using self-
determination theory. Therefore, there is a possibility of engaging people in the participation of 
safe disposal of plastic waste if they are intrinsically motivated to enjoy individually in these 
activities. In this study, pro-environmental behavior is considered as human behavior in terms of 
awareness level and prevalent mode of waste handling that intrinsically strives to reduce the 
environmental burden of one’s actions on the natural environment in respect of raising awareness 
and efficient plastic waste handling system (Steg, & Vlek, 2009). The current research aims to 
investigate the unique environmental behaviors to alter attitudes, and values that influence the 
ecological ethical norms associated with plastic trash reduction technique through raising 
awareness and skill development, allowing each consumer to take part in an environmentally and 
socially equitable society. 
The key elements of human behavior toward efficient waste handling are environmental awareness 
and attitude (Ramsey, & Rickson, 1976). Because so many authors surmise the relationship 
between knowledge, awareness, attitude, and behavior in the field of sustainable environment, 
some suggestion of the intricacy of these relationships is fundamental to the current research 
problem. One common problem is that the environmental guidelines are not easily available to 
common people and therefore they do not have any environmental knowledge or awareness in this 
regard and thus have never been made part of this changing process. Another problem is that, under 
a democratic government, public lethargy is only functional and the leaders have the flexibility to 
do and take any critical decision without having any experience (Ramsey and Rickson, 1976; 
Davila-Fernández, & Sordi, 2020) and thus most of the time, these leaders are unable to motivate 
the people to engage for a sustainable environment. But there is an urgent need for public 
participation in environmental behavior in light of growing environmental problems due to shifting 
the source of pollution from the production of plastic materials to plastic waste (Iizuka, 2016). In 
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this context, public acceptance of pro-environmental behavior, i.e., adoption of a sustainable 
lifestyle, is a critical issue in environmental protection. In this research article, an alternate 
hypothesis is validated that the increase in awareness level and prevalent mode of plastic waste 
management techniques improve the greenhouse gas reduction in the environment. Also discussed 
how human behavior and attitude toward plastic waste handling play an important role in the 
reduction of carbon footprint for our sustainable environment.  
The majority of recent review articles (Changkakoti D., 2018; Sarma M., 2017) have focused on 
the awareness and knowledge of waste management activities among Guwahati residents. Though 
most of these ideas have yet to be revisited, they do attract our attention to fresh study directions 
concerning environmental awareness on the safe disposal of plastic waste and prevalent modes of 
waste handling approaches for environmental challenges. The purpose of this research is to 
propose metamorphic behavioral changes in the human population that can be combined with 
existing trash treatment and management techniques to reduce greenhouse gases in the 
environment.  

2. Methodology:  
2.1 Research Ethics 
Before the sample survey was carried out in the study area Guwahati, ethical approval was taken 
from Guwahati Municipal development authority vide letter number 
GGR/JC/MSC/126/2015/3814, and subsequently from Assam Downtown University ethics 
committee with office memo number Adtu/Ethics/Ph.D. Scholar2021/065.  All the respondents 
participated wholeheartedly in this sample survey and the researcher did not force anyway to any 
respondent to take participation. Moreover, the researcher ensured that all the information 
including their name would remain anonymous.  
2.2 Study area and Research design  
The area of the research study is Guwahati city. The city is the capital of Assam situated on the 
south bank of the river Brahmaputra under the district of Kamrup (Metro) with its GPS coordinates 
of 26° 10' N latitude and 92° 49' E longitude. The varying altitude of the City is 49.5m to 55.5 m 
above mean sea level. The administrative area of Guwahati municipal corporation is 216.9 square 
km with 60 wards councils (GMC, 2022). The population of Guwahati City increases from 0.810 
million to 0.969 million as per the census of 2001 and 2011 respectively and the present population 
becomes 1.155 million nearly (Macrotrends; United Nations) with a population density of 2695.43 
per square km (Guwahati Biodiversity; Macrotrends, United Nations). It is the largest metropolis 
and gateway of seven states of Northeast India surrounded by 18 hills (Guwahati Biodiversity). 
Guwahati is one of the important trade hubs of Northeast India with the major business place of 
Narrengi, Fancibazar, AT Road, Ganeshguri, Athgaon, and Bhangaghar. The major economic 
activities of Guwahati city are the Oil sector, Tea auction center, Tourism industry, and 
Transportation sector. Guwahati is interconnected with the states of the Northeast through national 
highways and railways that act as transportation facilities. Guwahati, being one of the most 
important business hubs and doorstep to Northeast India, retail networks contribute significantly 
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to Guwahati's economic system. Retail networks such as Metro Bazar, Big Bazar, Vishal Mega 
Mart, and Pantaloons have opened department stores in Guwahati, contributing to a larger share 
of the city's economic system. The study is devised to quantify the incremental value of unique 
environmental issues like Greenhouse gas reduction through the adoption of awareness levels and 
accelerating prevalent modes of plastic waste handling.  

 
Figure 1.  Major economic activity area in Guwahati city (Source: 
https://gmda.assam.gov.in/portlets/master-plan-guwahati-2025-0) 
 
2.3 Sample Design: 
Both exploratory and descriptive research methodologies are used for this study. Exploratory 
research helps in the inquisition of reasons and consequences of dependent and independent 
variables concomitant with the research problem arrived from plastic waste management activities. 
since the study is concerned with the determination of a relationship between the variables like 
awareness of different groups, users, and retail sellers on plastic waste handling procedures, hence 
descriptive research is also used in combination with exploratory design. As the current population 
in Guwahati city is more than one million, the actual number of samples required to execute this 
research design is estimated based on the formulae devised by Mugenda and Mugenda (Mugenda, 
& Mugenda, 2003; Gwada, et al., 2019; Swaleh, & Kagiri, 2015). As per this formula, the 
recommended sample size for a population of more than one million is 384 assuming a 95% 
confidence level. The equation can be assigned as follows. 

𝑁 =
𝑍 × 𝑞(1 − 𝑞)

𝑑
 

Where: 
N= Sample quantity, 
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Z= Standard normal deviation at required confidence level (=1.96) 
q= Proportion in the target population=0.5 and 
d= Statistical significance level=0.05 

𝑁 =
{1.96 × 0.5(1 − 0.5)}

0.05
= 384 

However, researcher has taken 663 numbers of samples to get more accuracy of data analysis.  
The sixty numbers of wards councils in Guwahati are further subdivided into six zones under the 
municipality area of Guwahati city. As the population is more than 10 lakhs, for minimizing time 
and financial expenditure, a stratified random sampling technique (Kothari, C. R. 2004) is applied 
to achieve the desired sampling from six zones of Guwahati city. The own prepared structured 
questionnaires were used to collect primary data from the target population. The questionnaires 
were made in two parts; the first part was prepared to collect demographic information of 
respondents. The second part focused on determining intrinsic behavior in reducing greenhouse 
gases or environmental carbon footprint through the use of a prevalent mode of plastic waste 
handling along with the awareness level in this regard. The questionnaire is useful in gathering as 
much information as possible. The questionnaires were distributed among the respondents of 
different zones of the study area and collected physically after their responses. The questions of 
the questionnaire were prepared with the objective of the study and research questions in mind, 
thus reducing the capture of other unrelated issues to the study.  
Data analysis is carried out through factor analysis and regression analysis using the SPSS 26.0.0 
version of the statistical package for social science. All the questions were prepared based on a 
five-point Likert scale and the respondent’s variables are coded into categorical and nominal to 
enable the analysis through SPSS. We propose the null hypothesis that ‘An increase in awareness 
level and prevalent mode of efficient plastic handling does not improve the greenhouse gas 
reduction in the environment’ and the alternate hypothesis ‘An increase in awareness level and 
prevalent mode of plastic waste management techniques improves the greenhouse gas reduction 
in the environment’. 
2.4 Reliability of Questionnaire 
The reliability of the score is tested using Cronbach’s alpha. The questionnaire was prepared with 
the assumption that the multiple items could measure a similar underlying construct. As the 
questions were prepared for asking different things on plastic waste management to enquire about 
the awareness level and the practice of prevalent mode of waste handling for an overall reduction 
of greenhouse gases, when combined these questions, could be said to measure the individual 
group.  Cronbach’s alpha also measures the internal consistency of the variables. The measuring 
range of Cronbach’s alpha is between zero and one and its value when more than 0.7 is called 
acceptable (Daud et al., 2018; Lavrakas, 2008).  
The quality of variables is measured with the help of the average variance extraction (AVE) 
method and composite reliability procedure (CR). The value of CR and AVE lies between zero to 
one and the higher this value, the better the reliability. The convergent validity of variance exists 
when AVE becomes more than 0.5 (Shrestha, 2021). The acceptable value of CR is between 0.6 
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and 0.7. However, if AVE is less than 0.5 and CR is more than 0.6, the convergent validity of the 
construct is assumed to be adequate (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). 
2.5 Factor Analysis 
As the researcher has set the questionnaire without taking any questions from the preprepared 
research article, and there is no identification between the dependent and independent variables, 
the exploratory factor analysis is used to identify the factor structure of the variables and to find 
out the intricate interrelationships among the variables. Further, Principal component analysis 
(PCA) is used to identify the strong factor loadings under a group of variables (Hair et al., 2006; 
Dziuban, and Shirkey 1974). Factor analysis consists of three major points: assessing the 
appropriateness of data, extraction of factors, and factor rotation and interpretation. 
The appropriate relationship among the variables can be identified from the coefficient of 
correlation and if this value exists between 0.3 to 0.7 (or 0.3 and -0.7) and 0.7 to 1 (or -0.7 and -
0.1) it is acceptable (Ratner, 2009). However, it is not required that correlation coefficients of all 
the elements of a data set must have necessarily such high value because PCA is determined by 
the size of the correlations (Sarstedt & Mooi, 2014). There is another test called anti-image 
correlation, used for investigating the sufficient correlation among the variables and to measure 
the sampling adequacy of variables based on its diagonal matrix (Sarstedt & Mooi, 2014) where 
diagonal elements should be >0.5 to exist data adequacy (Carillo et al., 2019). The concept of anti-
image is utilized to evaluate the factorability of variables through two statistical measures: Kaiser-
Meyer-Olkin (KMO) for examining data adequacy and Bartlett’s test of Sphericity which 
examines the presence of a null hypothesis in the dataset. The significant value>0.05 of the dataset 
implies a strong correlation and not an identity matrix (Howard, M. C., 2016). The existence of 
multicollinearity can be determined through the determinant score. The absence of 
multicollinearity is confirmed when the determinant value of variables becomes more than 
0.00001. otherwise, it needs to detect the pairs of variables with a correlation coefficient of more 
than 0.8 and remove them from further analysis (Shrestha, 2021). 
 Factor extraction is used in this study to determine the minimum number of factors that have the 
power to best represent the affinity among the set of variables. The method of Eigenvalue criteria 
and Scree plot are used in this study to decide on retaining the factors before rotation. The number 
of components or factors specified by specific variances identified whose Eigenvalues are greater 
than one (Braeken, & Van Assen, 2017). The factors with eigenvalue>1 are assumed to be 
significant and it specifies that the factor explains more common variance than unique variance 
(Pallant, 2010; Guttman, 1954; Kaiser, 1970; Verma, 2013). Another approach for determining the 
number of factors is Scree Test proposed by Cattell (1966). The Scree plot is drawn by taking the 
eigenvalues of factors on the vertical axis (y-axis) against the component numbers associated with 
the eigenvalues of factors (x-axis). There is a distinct break or elbow on the line connecting the 
successive values and it is recommended that all factors above this elbow are factor loading and 
be retained for further reduction process (Shrestha, 2021). 
Factor rotation is used to minimize the cross-loading of variables and interpretation of the factors. 
This study has used the orthogonal factor rotation that allows us to interpret and reporting of factors 
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most easily. Further, the varimax method, related to orthogonal factor rotation and developed by 
Kaiser (1958) is utilized to reduce the quantity of highly loaded variables in every factor.  
The statistical relationships between the dependent variable and one or more independent variables 
are established in regression analysis which provides information about the change in the 
dependent variable due to a change in the independent variable or variables. In this study, the 
regression analysis is carried out to observe how the components identified from factor analysis 
affect changes in the dependent variable. Here, the researcher has attempted to establish a 
regression equation relating to independent and dependent variables and to test the alternate 
hypothesis.  
3. Result and Discussion: 
In this study, the questionnaire of the sample survey consisted of twelve questions distributed 
amongst the people of Guwahati city out of which 663 participants were found to be valid. The 
reliability and validity of variables obtained from the above respondents were tested using SPSS 
16 version. The Cronbach’s Alpha was observed to be 0.726 as shown in table 1 and hence the 
reliability of variables responded to by 663 respondents is moderate and acceptable (Daud, 2018). 
In the demographic survey, the male and female respondents were 60%  
(n=230) and 40% (n=154) respectively, where 77% of the total respondents were less than 45 years 
old. The educational qualification of respondents was uneducated=8, Preliminary = 20, High 
school level = 100, and Higher education = 256. The occupation of respondents was as follows; 
Student = 42, Housewife = 109, Govt employee = 60, Private business = 61, Self-employee= 102, 
and Retired employee =10 only. The monthly income of respondents was categorized into different 
income groups and was as follows; 90 respondents earned less than INR15000, 150 earned 
between INR15001 to 35000, 50 earned between INR35001 to 55000, 38 earned between 
INR55001 to 75000, 25 earned between INR75001 to 95000, and 31 respondents earned above 
INR95001.   
Table 1: Summary of Reliability Test 

  
The most important factor for a sustainable environment is the safe disposal of plastic waste which 
is related to the impact on the ecosystem, land pollution, human health problem, emission of 
greenhouse gases, from open dumping of plastic waste as well as burning of plastic waste. These 
factors are mainly associated with an increase in awareness levels and a prevalent mode of efficient 
waste handling. For assessing a sustainable environment from plastic waste, the appropriateness 
of variables and their internal consistency are checked using the anti-image matrix, correlation 
matrix, and determinant (Pett et al., 2003). KMO and Bartlett’s test of Sphericity is used to measure 
the data adequacy and goodness of fit for factor analysis. Table 2 describes the KMO value 0.766> 
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0.5 which shows the dataset is adequate and can proceed for factor analysis (Kaiser, 1970; Kaiser, 
1958; Shrestha N., 2021). The sphericity test by Bartlett shows that the dataset is highly significant 
at p=0.000<0.05. The result of this test value implies that the correlation matrix is adequate among 
some variables and suggests us proceed with the reduction procedure (Field A, 2005). Here, the 
approximate Chi-square value is 3987.977 and the related significance value is less than 0.0001. 
It indicates that the R matrix is not an identity matrix and therefore, the Null hypothesis ‘An 
increase in awareness level and prevalent mode of plastic waste management techniques do not 
improve the greenhouse gas reduction in the environment’ can be directly rejected or in other 
words variables are non-orthogonal.  
 
Table 2: Data adequacy and Validity Test  

Test Scale Value 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO)  Sampling adequacy  0.766  

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity  Approximate Chi-square  3987.977  
Degree of freedom  66 

Significance value  0.000  
 
Table 3 illustrates the Anti-image correlation matrix in which diagonal values >0.5 indicates the 
adequacy of the dataset and the fitness of variables to proceed with factor analysis (Shrestha N., 
2021). 
Table 3: Anti-image Correlation Matrix  
 

 

In table 4, the correlation matrix shows that most of the variables are adequately intercorrelated 
whose intercorrelation values lie between 0.3 and 0.7. this sufficient internal consistency among 
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some variables allows us to go ahead with factor analysis. The determinant score 0.009>0.00001 
indicates the absence of multicollinearity among the variables (Shrestha N., 2021; Field A, 2005). 

Table 4: Correlation Coefficient 

 

The number of initial components before rotation is identified using Kaiser’s criterion and Scree 
test. Eigenvalues are an indication of the variance explained by that specific component of the total 
variance. The principal component analysis is used for the extraction of the component whose 
eigenvalues are more than 1 (Kaiser’s criteria). Table 5 describes the eigenvalues and percentage 
of variance explained. Here, the two components are extracted to explicate the 51.87% cumulative 
total variance in which the eigenvalues of components I and 2 are 3.35 and 2.88 respectively. The 
first component has explicated 27.53% of the total variance whereas the second component is only 
24.34%, which is not explicated by the first component. 

 Table 5: Eigenvalues with their variance 
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The eigenvalues are plotted against the twelve components in a graph as shown in figure 2 and are 
called the Scree plot. This Scree plot is considered for deciding to retain the factors with 
eigenvalues above one. Other factors of eigenvalues less than one are ignored and eliminated for 
further process. 

Figure 2: Scree Plot 

 

The final shape of factor analysis is factor rotation which reduces the factors to get the variables 
with high loading factors. In this study, the researcher has used the exploratory factor analysis 
based on principal component analysis using orthogonal rotation based on varimax rotation with 
the Kaiser Normalization process. The value of communality after factor extraction, component 
matrix, and factor loading after rotation are depicted in table 6. The communality test replicates 
the common variance against each of variables after extraction. The test also indicates that the 
highest value of 80.1% variance after extraction in the item “knowledge of waste handling process” 
is accounted for. The component matrix depicted the internal consistency between the variable 
against the loaded component and makes it easy to eliminate the variables with low correlation. 
The loading value of a variable with less than 0.4 is suppressed so that it can suppress the 
appearance of any component loadings lower than 0.4 (Kaiser, 1970; Field A, 2005). The factor 
loadings obtained from the component matrix are redistributed using factor rotation to reassess 
their factor loading behavior. Thus, after factor rotation, only nine variables out of twelve variables 
with loading factors more than 0.4 are retained and these strongly loaded factor values 
communicate the correlation of each variable to the underlying factors. Factor 1 is comprised of 5 
variables with question number (QN) 10, 9, 5, 6, and 8 as depicted in table 6 with their loading 
values 0.82, 0.82, 0.74, 0.74, and 0.64 respectively, and the factor is interpreted as ‘Awareness 
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Level on waste management Technique (AWMT). The component AWMT has explicated 27.53% 
of the total variance. According to the mean value, out of five items under AWMT, the item 
‘Environmental pollution from Open dumping’ is considered as strongly agree due to its higher 
mean value of 4.19. however, the remaining four items have also agreed according to their mean 
score.    

 Table 6: Summary of Factor analysis 

 

Component 2 has four variables of QN 3, 2, 1, and 12 with their factor loading values of 0.89, 
0.88, 0.84, and 0.77 respectively. Component 2 explained 24.34% of the variance with an 
eigenvalue of 2.88. This component is named as Prevalent mode of waste management technique 
(PWMT). Among the four variables of component PWMT, the variable ‘Emission of greenhouse 
gases from Recycling’ tends to be highly agreed according to its high mean value of 4.12 as 
compared to the remaining three variables. But the other three variables also tend to agree 
according to their respective mean value as depicted in table 6. 

The communality values shown in table 6 indicate the common variance among the variables. The 
communality value of QN 10 and against component 1 is 0.679 and it indicates that the 67.9% of 
variance related to this variable is common. Likewise, 67.8%, 55.8%, 55.5%, 41.2%, 80.1%, 
78.4%, 70.7%, and 60.2% of variance related to the QN 9, 5, 6, 8, 3, 2, 1, and 12 respectively are 
common. The convergent validity of the factor can be confirmed when the term ‘average variance 
extracted (AVE)’ becomes more than or equal to 0.5. In table 6, it is observed that the AVE of 
components 1 and 2 are 0.57 and 0.72 respectively which indicates the presence of AVE in both 
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components. The scale items’ internal consistency is evidenced by the composite reliability (CR) 
values 0.87 and 0.91 against components 1 and 2 respectively.   

3.4 Regression Analysis and Hypothesis test 

As the sample size is large enough, the assumption of normality in the dataset does not cause any 
problems (Ghasemi & Zahediasl, 2012). Also, according to the central limit theorem, the mean 
score of a large sample size (N=663) with random sampling tracks a normal distribution level. 
Therefore, the dataset is adequate to proceed with regression analysis. As the number of variables 
is 12, these variables are considered dependent variables and interpreted as Greenhouse gas 
reduction (GHGR). Also, the two components AWMT & PWMT obtained from factor analysis 
are considered independent variables.  

The R square value 0.95 obtained from the model summary of regression analysis indicates that 
95.0% of the variance in GHGR is replicated by two independent variables AWMT and PWMT 
and the model can be assumed good with this variance (Meyers et al., 2012). This R2 value also 
implies that the two independent variables statistically and significantly predict the dependent 
variable. Moreover, the R-value 0.975 specifies the goodness of fit for regression analysis (Yang 
J. et al., 2020). Further, the ANOVA test indicates that the group of independent variables is 
statistically significant at p=0.000<0.05 (alpha level=0.05) and has a significant relationship with 
the dependent variable which is also the indication of rejecting the Null Hypothesis. The F value 
of 8082.86 obtained in the ANOVA test implies the statistical significance of the dataset and this 
large F ratio is possible when the Null hypothesis becomes wrong (Kim, 2017; Dhakal, 2018; 
Shrestha, 2020). The F (2, 660) = 8082.86, p= 0.000 also confirms that there is a significant role 
of both the independent variables AWMT (β= 6.05, p=0.000) and PWMT (β=4.13, p=0.000) which 
affect the dependent variable GHGR. The overall output summary of regression analysis is shown 
in table 7 where, the t-value and corresponding p-value also indicates that both AWMT (t=74.62, 
p=0.000) and PWMT (t=107.60, p=0.000) are statistically significant. 

Table 7: Output summary of Regression analysis and Hypothesis test 
Hypothesis Regression 

weight 
R2  F Beta coefficient 

(β) 
(Unstandardized) 

t value p-
value 

Alternate 
Hypothesis  

H1 
 

AWMT
 G
HGR 0.95 8082.86 

6.05 74.62 0.000 

Supported 
PWMT        
GHGR           

4.13 107.60 0.000 

Constant   2.54 14.30 0.000  
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The overall regression analysis data tabulated in table 7 suggests us to accept the alternate 
Hypothesis ‘increase in awareness level and prevalent mode of plastic waste management 
techniques does not improve the greenhouse gas reduction in the environment by rejecting the Null 
hypothesis. Now, since the two independent variables AWMT and PWMT statistically and 
significantly predict the dependent variable GHGR, the general form of regression equation can 
be established from the β coefficient as given below; 
GHGR = 2.54 + 6.05* (AWMT) + 4.13*(PWMT)  

Where, every improvement in the awareness levels is going to result in six points upgradations in 
the greenhouse gas situation in the environment, and improvement in the prevalent mode of waste 
management techniques will result in a four-point improvement greenhouse gas situation in the 
environment, moreover the awareness in waste management techniques and process improvements 
in the prevalent mode of waste management techniques are highly correlated but slightly positively 
regressed. Though the equation developed in this research suggests that the two factors should be 
worked upon separately and individually but since the two factors are positively correlated hence, 
they will be able to affect one another and would be able to optimize the greenhouse gas reduction 
efforts with the least cost. 

4. Conclusion: 
The aim of this research was to identify the awareness level and motivators for efficient waste 
handling for the purpose of minimizing greenhouse gases in the environment. This study has 
observed that the present waste management techniques are efficient but people are uncongenial 
to such waste handling technique because either they are not intrinsically motivated or never been 
part of this process. This research has also found that the awareness level of people on plastic 
waste is very high as seen from the regression equation where it brings in 600% reduction in 
greenhouse gases quantum, but Guwahati being a dynamic city, inviting business and pleasure 
travelers from entire Assam, NE and India, hence the carelessness levels are also very high and 
therefore people are suffering and are on a continual look out for a systematic way of disposing 
plastic waste. However, improvement in prevalent mode of plastic waste management technique 
is significantly and positively correlated with the reduction of greenhouse gases that contributes 
to the minimization carbon footprint in the environment. This study would provide valuable input 
to the local government body responsible for city waste management for controlling plastic waste 
generation and thereby reducing carbon footprint after focusing on few limited controllable factors 
rather than more variables. More comprehensively, the factors that can sensitize the awareness on 
environmental issues from plastic waste, may be included in prospective studies. Nonetheless, 
many challenges and opportunities remain within the school of environmental sustainability 
concerning plastic waste handling and if it could be overcome successfully then city can become 
a business, cultural hub, setting the example for the rest of the country.  
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